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Our world belongs to the Crime Syndicate!With Forever Evil sweeping across the DC Universe, the

Suicide Squad find themselves in a world full of villians now free from their shackles -- Belle Reve!

And now with the Reverse Suicide Squad taking over Belle Reve, Amanda Waller and James

Gordon Jr. must free a mysterious prisoner from the early days of the New 52 if they are to have

any hope of surviving! From new writer Matt Kindt comes the Squad's deadliest mission yet!

Collects issues #24-30.
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I loved the New 52 Suicide Squad title, and I eagerly await the movie, when it comes to theaters.

This book is the ending to the 2011 series, and, although I loved the beginning, the last two volumes

just sort of fizzled out. The fates of the Suicide Squad members were ironic and the last panels left

me hopeful for the continuing adventures of the team, but I know they shall not be written. The story

arc is advertised as sort of a Justice League of criminals trying to maintain order, but it appears as a

mixture of different characters, who interacted on a more random level.

I love this book and have since the first issue. I REALLY hate Amanda Waller and the fact that I

have such a strong reaction to her when she herself is surrounded by hardened criminals and super

criminals shows just how well she's written. This book got slightly out of control IMO and while I

enjoyed it the end has left a sink or swim to it and a couple "rolling my eyes" moments. The bulk of it



is a good read with some great comedy (elevator) that has become a staple in this series (I love my

Harley) and I like all the characters except Boomerang, I wish King Shark would eat him or that they

would send him back to the Rogues. If you haven't gotten into this series I highly recommend saving

yourself a few bucks and buying all the volumes in trade paper back format, they are totally worth it.

Wow... This was a disappointing and useless end arc. The main story had been wrapped up well

enough in the previous collected volume (Vol #4). This just disappointingly sets up the story to

continue with some new characters. It reduces the character of Amanda Waller who'd story had

been told in the last few volumes.

I was somewhat disappointed in this one. The first two especially were really good. I really enjoyed

the New 52 Quinn and Deadshot. This one was not bad but it was not as good as those that came

before. I hope that it goes somewhere in the next one. If this is it then it went out with a light gold

clap.

I was mainly reading this series because of Harley Quinn. This volume has a lot of stuff about all the

team members and Waller. It's pretty good for filling you in a bit but if you haven't read much about

some of the characters, you might feel a little bored.

Book was cool. Could have been better. The Squad gets pulled into the Forever Evil storyline.. 2

squads are made, one by Waller and the other by the villain the Thinker. They do not really have a

big fight they figured out they are being played. Of course they turn on each other and then they

work together to take down the villain. Kind of. The villain is not really captured ad the Squad is

tricked into staying with Waller. Waller is demoted. Decent ending but could have been better. Now

they rebooted and made a new Suicide Squad series.

My boys are into comic books and these are the hottest thing right now. A little thicker than a typical

comic book, but still animated and easy to read. Same characters as in the movie, great story lines

and fun for the kids.

Finishing out the New 52 storyline. I thoroughly enjoyed the series and cannot wait for more. There

is something refreshing about comics about lesser known characters that makes it much more fun

to read.
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